“Is That Painting Real? Ask a Mathematician”
Christian Science Monitor

“Journeys to the Distant Fields of Prime”
The New York Times

“He’s Too Good at Math”
Slate Magazine

“Sensor Sensibility”
Science News

“Into the Fold”
Smithsonian

“Fast Routing in Road Networks with Transit Nodes”
Science

“Puzzle Me This”
Chronicle of Higher Education

“Added Dimensions to Grain Growth”
Nature

“Students Learn to Rhythmic Beat of Rap”
NCTimes.com

“The Science of Steadying a Wobbly Table”
National Public Radio

“Muslim Tile Patterns Show Math Prowess”
The Washington Post

“Art: Of Doilies and Disease”
Discover

“Fish Virus Spreads in Great Lakes”
National Public Radio

“Team Cracks Century-Old Math Puzzle”
Associated Press

“The Geometry of Music”
Time

“The Monty Hall Problem”
abcnews.com

“The Prosecutor’s Fallacy”
The New York Times

“By the NUMB3RS”
The Baltimore Sun

See the current Math in the Media and explore the archive at www.ams.org/mathmedia